
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, Bangalore Chapter 
Minutes of the meeting held on 7th December 2019  

Venue: Hotel Airlines 
Time: 9.00AM to 11.00AM 

Present: Mr. Kousik Sankar, Mr. Srinivasa chary, Dr. Sudarshan, Dr. Shikha,  Dr. Rangan, Dr. 
Krishnan 
Absent: Mr. Nipun Kumaar A A 

1)  New office bearers: Most important immediate need is to have new office bearers since the 
current office bearers have been there for 2 years. As the number of members is not too big, not 
many participate may express interest to take it up. To keep going, we need to have some of us to 
continue to be office bearers but we will collectively work as we have been doing.  
Proposal in case if we do not have any newbees initiating: 
Chair: Dr.Rangan 
Vice-Chair: Kausik 
Secretary: Dr. Krishnan 
Treasurer: Mr. Srinivasa Chary 
Action:1) To include RAS AGM along with Section AGM and call for interested office bearers.  
             2) Jan 5th is IEEE AGM. All requested to register and participate 
          
2) Conference: Proposal is to host a Robotics conference in 2020 but it can work well in 
collaboration with support from CE chapter. Good to check if RAS can organise a conference 
once in 2 years with support from CE and similarly CE organises once in 2 years with support 
from RAS.  
Names for conference discussed but needs to be finalised after listing out all options; 
Action:  To start rolling out the organisation of the conference after discussions with CE 

Follow up points from last meeting: 
1) IEEE-CE and IEEE RAS collaboration workshop in Mangalore was discussed.  
Current status: In progress: Action taken by Kousik to connect RAS committee and take it 
forward. New dates still in discussion 

2) In the earlier meeting we decided to conduct Basic Robotics workshop for IEEE RAS to 
support students across colleges.  
Current status: Pending: Rangan to plan and pursue this for the first one 

3) Possibility of webinars from IEEE RAS is to be explored. This can be also looked at in 
collaboration with a few interested startup companies 
Current status: Pending: Need to explore the options of infrastructure, weigh the costs and 
approach speakers to get this started 



4) RAS - Student chapter in PESU (BSK campus) is planned to be formally inaugurated on Aug 
24th. Trying to get academic and industry experts for delivering talks and a workshop which all 
students across colleges can attend 
Current status: Closed: Rangan with help of RAS faculty members and students got the RAS 
chapter inaugurated at PES. Activities started.  

5) Student Chapter Execom members of RAS Student chapters in various colleges/universities 
are to be connected via Whatsapp to facilitate their direct communication  
Current status: Closed: Thanks to Prof Nippun for creating a group 

6) A roadmap is to be created for students on web including the resource reference links. This 
should help them to understand the available fundamental courses online and gradually advance 
to higher level courses 
Current status: Closed:  Links have been sent to Prof Nipun for updates on RAS web site 

7) Include information about Robotic Companies / Startups for students on web; reference links 
to be provided. This should help them the students to understand the requirements, search for 
internship and connect with the industry. 
Current status: In progress:  First few Links have been sent to Prof Nipun for update on RAS 
web site. Probably need more of it  


